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Magnesium-rich silicate chondrules and calcium-, aluminum-rich refractory inclusions (CAIs) are
fundamental components of primitive chondritic meteorites. It has been suggested that concentration 
of these early-formed particles by nebular sorting processes may lead to accretion of planetesimals, 
the planetary bodies that represent the building blocks of the terrestrial planets. In this case, the size 
distributions of the particles may constrain the accretion process. Here we present new particle size 
distribution data for Northwest Africa 5717, a primitive ordinary chondrite (ungrouped 3.05) and the 
well-known carbonaceous chondrite Allende (CV3). Instead of the relatively narrow size distributions 
obtained in previous studies (Ebel et al., 2016; Friedrich et al., 2015; Paque and Cuzzi, 1997, and 
references therein), we observed broad size distributions for all particle types in both meteorites. 
Detailed microscopic image analysis of Allende shows differences in the size distributions of chondrule 
subtypes, but collectively these subpopulations comprise a composite “chondrule” size distribution that 
is similar to the broad size distribution found for CAIs. Also, we ﬁnd accretionary ‘dust’ rims on only 
a subset (∼15–20%) of the chondrules contained in Allende, which indicates that subpopulations of 
chondrules experienced distinct histories prior to planetary accretion. For the rimmed subset, we ﬁnd 
positive correlation between rim thickness and chondrule size. The remarkable similarity between the 
size distributions of various subgroups of particles, both with and without ﬁne grained rims, implies a 
common size sorting process. Chondrite classiﬁcation schemes, astrophysical disk models that predict a 
narrow chondrule size population and/or a common localized formation event, and conventional particle 
analysis methods must all be critically reevaluated. We support the idea that distinct “lithologies” in NWA 
5717 are nebular aggregates of chondrules. If ≥cm-sized aggregates of chondrules can form it will have 
implications for planet formation and suggests the sticking stage is where the preferential size physics is 
operating.
Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
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Largely spherical, magnesium-rich silicate chondrules constitute 
30–80% of primitive meteorites and have been reported to be nar-
rowly size-sorted (Ebel et al., 2016, and references therein) as 
compared to more irregular shaped, refractory CAIs that make up 
6 Now at University of Stirling, Department of Biological and Environmental Sci-
ences, Stirling, FK9 4LA, Scotland, UK.ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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al., 2008, references therein). The high abundances of chondrules 
in primitive meteorites suggest that chondrule formation and accu-
mulation processes were fundamental to the earliest stages of the 
accretion of asteroids, which provide the parent bodies for these 
primitive meteorites. Since terrestrial planets formed from prim-
itive asteroids or analogous planetesimals, understanding these 
early stages is important for understanding planetary accretion 
overall.
The mineralogical, chemical, and isotopic composition of chon-
dritic components provide important constraints on their initial 
formation conditions (e.g., Alexander et al., 2008; Davis et al., 2017;
Gooding and Keil, 1981; Huang et al., 2012; Richter et al., 2002;
Shahar and Young, 2007; Simon et al., 2017; Yu and Hewin, 1998). 
However, the characteristic distributions of particle sizes in prim-
itive meteorites likely reﬂect a combination of how the various 
subgroups of particles initially formed (e.g., Charnoz et al., 2015), 
at different times and in different locations in the solar nebula, and 
how they were preserved and/or were concentrated (i.e., sorted) 
between formation and parent body assembly.
There are a number of hypotheses for the formation of chon-
drules. Most postulate that they originated from melting early-
formed dust by either localized or nebula scale energetic events 
in the gas-rich stage of the protoplanetary disk (Boss, 1996;
Connolly and Love, 1998; Grossman et al., 1989; Jones et al., 
2000), such as magnetic ﬂares (Levy and Araki, 1989), current 
sheets (Joung et al., 2004), lightning (Desch and Cuzzi, 2000;
Johansen and Okuzumi, 2018) or nebular shock waves (Desch and 
Connolly, 2002; Morris and Desch, 2010; Wood, 1996). Alternative 
formation models include “melt splash” due to impacts on or be-
tween primitive planetary bodies (Johnson et al., 2015; Asphaug et 
al., 2011), or in planetesimal bow shocks (e.g., Morris et al., 2012).
The more refractory mineralogy of CAIs implies that they 
formed from precursor materials that condensed out of nebula 
gas at a high temperature (Grossman et al., 2002), perhaps closer 
to the protoSun, or at an earlier, hotter nebula stage. There is 
evidence from radioisotopic age constraints that CAIs might be 
as much as ∼2 Ma older than chondrules (e.g., Connelly et al., 
2012). Given the signiﬁcant compositional differences (implying 
that they formed under very different conditions) and their likely 
age differences, the problem of how CAIs with high-temperature 
minerals ultimately end up mixed with chondrules and other 
lower temperature minerals remains a mystery (cf. Ciesla, 2010;
Jacquet et al., 2011). These ‘lucky’ CAIs avoided being lost into the 
Sun or otherwise destroyed in the varied chaotic environments ex-
tant in the protosolar disk, including the thermal processes that 
produced chondrules. Partial overlap of the CAI and chondrule for-
mation environments has been suggested, based on evidence that 
CAIs interacted with, and possibly some of their rims formed in a 
chondrule-like environment (Dyl et al., 2011; Simon et al., 2005;
Simon and Young, 2011). Finally, the free-ﬂoating CAIs must also 
be ‘selected’ for accretion into the same planetesimal building 
block(s) as the chondrules.
In principle, size distributions of chondrules (e.g., Ebel et al., 
2016) and CAIs (e.g., Hezel et al., 2008) in meteorites can be used 
to test astrophysical processes. However, with a few exceptions 
(e.g., Teitler et al., 2010) the differences within and between these 
distinct particle groups, both of which are made up of diverse 
subgroups with different minerals and thermal histories, remain 
poorly quantiﬁed. McSween (1977) noted that CV chondrite chon-
drules ranged in diameter from ∼550 μm to ∼2000 μm. Grossman 
et al. (1989) reported a compiled mean diameter of ∼1000 μm, 
but did not cite speciﬁc data sources. In abstract form, Paque and 
Cuzzi (1997) and May et al. (1999) reported mean chondrule diam-
eter for CV chondrites from ∼680 to 850 μm. Teitler et al. (2010)
reevaluated the Paque and Cuzzi (1997) data, and along with ad-ditional disaggregated materials, reported mean diameters for Al-
lende chondrules of 912 ± 644 μm (n = 287) and 917 ± 744 μm 
(n = 126). The available data for CAIs in Allende are more limited, 
but appear distinct from chondrules. McSween (1977) reported 
CAIs in terms of modal area fraction ranging from 2.5 to 9.4%. May 
et al. (1999) obtained a much smaller and narrower range between 
0.65 and 1.89%. Hezel et al. (2008) found that CAIs make up 5.02 
± 0.80% (n = 223) of the modal area of three Allende thin sections, 
and based on these and the available literature data report that the 
modal area of CAIs in Allende is 2.98+0.3%−0.1%. They also report a mean 
CAI diameter of ∼100 μm with a pronounced peak at the smallest 
diameters (<100 μm). Their reported size distribution decreases 
monotonically to slightly larger sizes (∼300 μm in diameter) and 
then shows a few, exceptionally large (1000’s μm), outliers.
There have been a large number of size distribution studies of 
chondrules in ordinary chondrites. For a comprehensive view, see 
the excellent summary by Friedrich et al. (2015). There appears 
to be variability among the various chondrites (mean diameters 
differ from ∼300 μm to ∼1200 μm), but with a few exceptions, 
the data sets are relatively small and, like for the CV chondrites, 
the smallest and largest particles may have been undercounted, as 
discussed below.
Here we report a large-area, high-resolution study of the types 
and sizes of particles in the ordinary chondrite Northwest Africa 
5717 (n = 12,966 particles measured in a photographic mo-
saic) and the well-studied carbonaceous chondrite Allende (n =
2339/2555 particles/particle cores measured in X-ray maps and 
n = 6530 particles in a photographic mosaic). With this extensive 
data set a number of important observations can be made: (1) The 
measured particle size distributions are signiﬁcantly broader than 
previously reported. This spread in size is inconsistent with previ-
ous particle sorting models (Cuzzi et al., 2001) that predict narrow 
size distributions. In practical terms, the differences among the 
measured distributions highlight the fact that sampling bias is 
likely a systemic problem, a problem pointed out recently (e.g., 
Ebel et al., 2016), and thus there is a need to reevaluate the cur-
rent data and its use for deﬁning “characteristic” particle sizes 
for classiﬁcation purposes. (2) In Allende most (∼85%) particles 
are unrimmed and in direct contact with meteorite host material 
(the matrix) whereas rims surround the other ∼15%, often nearby, 
particles. This diverse behavior strongly argues for pre-accretional 
rim formation for some particles as they traversed distinct (cooler 
and/or dustier) nebular environments, e.g., Metzler et al. (1992). 
(3) When present, ﬁne-grained accretion rim types and thicknesses 
appear correlated to underlying particle size as recently reported 
for chondrules contained in the Murchison chondrite (Hanna and 
Ketcham, 2018). (4) Allende shows differences in the size distribu-
tions of chondrule subtypes, but collectively these subpopulations 
comprise a composite “chondrule” size distribution that is similar 
to the broad size distribution found for CAIs. And (5) NWA 5717 
contains distinct lithologies that appear to be chondrule aggre-
gates.
2. Methods
2.1. Sample materials
Northwest Africa 5717 is an ungrouped (subtype 3.05) ordinary 
chondrite dominated by chondrules, that contains two apparently 
distinct lithologies (Bigolski et al., 2016; Bunch et al., 2010). In 
the studied ∼11 cm × 14 cm slab, the darker of these litholo-
gies seems to host the second, much lighter lithology (Fig. 1). The 
nature of the boundary between the two is variable and at times 
uncertain, ranging from abrupt to gradational and not always fol-
lowing particle boundaries. The distinction between the lithologies, 
beyond the obvious color differences, has been supported by a 
J.I. Simon et al. / Earth and Planetary Science Letters 494 (2018) 69–82 71Fig. 1. Low-resolution optical photomosaic images of: (A) primitive CV3 Allende chondrite ∼20 cm × 25 cm slab and (B) primitive (subtype 3.05) ungrouped chondrite NWA 
5717 ∼11 cm × 14 cm slab. In NWA 5717 the dark lithology is denoted by a and light by b.
Fig. 2. Classiﬁcation scheme (after Gooding and Keil, 1981) used to categorize particles in SEM X-ray compositional images, with Mg, Ca, and Al indicated by red, green, 
and blue, respectively. a) Porphyritic olivine chondrule (PO). b) Porphyritic olivine and pyroxene chondrule (POP). c) Porphyritic pyroxene chondrule (PP). d) Aluminum-rich 
chondrule. e) Barred olivine chondrule (BO). f) Coarse-grained (CG) and ﬁne-grained chondrule rims. g) Type A CAI, h) Type B CAI. i) Amoeboid olivine aggregate (AOA). (For 
interpretation of the colors in the ﬁgure(s), the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)discrepancy in oxygen isotopes and an incongruity in the magne-
sium contents of chondrule olivine (Bunch et al., 2010). Allende is 
a well-studied CV3 oxidized carbonaceous chondrite that contains 
a range of nebular components, including a diversity of chondrule types and refractory inclusions (Fig. 2). A large piece of the Allende 
meteorite was cut into ∼cm thick slabs and one slab was gently 
broken into fragments that could be mounted in one inch epoxy 
rounds for scanning electron microscope (SEM) analysis. SEM im-
72 J.I. Simon et al. / Earth and Planetary Science Letters 494 (2018) 69–82Fig. 3. (A) Representative example of X-ray compositional images for one section of the Allende chondritic meteorite, with color coding as in Fig. 2. (B) Digitized particles, 
including rim(s), and (C) ChonMax particles shown in binary image.agery of several unassociated Allende slab fragments were also 
included in this study and help ensure wide sample representation.
Chemical phase maps, photomicrographic mosaics, and particle digitiza-
tion
Energy-dispersive X-ray chemical maps were obtained by SEM 
analysis of six Allende fragment samples (0.86 cm2, 1.52 cm2, 
1.82 cm2, 1.86 cm2, 1.91 cm2, 2.11 cm2 sized pieces) using the 
JEOL 7600 ﬁeld emission SEM at NASA JSC. Images were acquired 
at 15 kV, 30 nA, with a 90 μm aperture. The images were taken 
at ∼150× magniﬁcation with resolutions of 2.9–3.3 μm/pixel for 
a combined total area of 10.08 cm2. Combination of characteristic 
X-ray emission from multiple elements was used to create chem-
ical phase maps (maps are shown in supplemental Figs. S1–S6) in 
which all of the particles greater than ∼50 μm in diameter were 
characterized. The images obtained for the Allende work were 
characterized by multiple investigators in a semi-blind manner de-
tailed by Tait et al. (2016). No SEM data was acquired from NWA 
5717.
Results obtained from X-ray image analyses (supplemental Ta-
ble S1) were compared to results derived from a mosaic of photo-
graphic images obtained from a slab of Allende that is ∼20 cm 
× 25 cm (Fig. 1, supplemental Fig. S7). A similar photomosaic 
was made for the NWA 5717 slab. Outlines of chondrules and 
CAIs were also obtained from the X-ray maps and used to cre-
ate binary images of the sample particle subgroups (Fig. 3, Fig. S8). 
Based on the binary data, ImageJ was used to characterize the area 
and circularity of each individual particle and the modal area of 
each subgroup (Table S1). The size of each particle was calculated 
from the total pixels in each particle assuming a circular cross sec-
tion (i.e., diameter =√pixel area/π × 2). The lengths of the major 
and minor axes and orientations of individual particles were also 
quantiﬁed using best-ﬁt ellipses. In general, apparent diameters 
calculated from best-ﬁt ellipses match those determined from the 
circular cross section deﬁned by their total number of pixels.
The “circular area deﬁnition” approach works well for chon-
drules, which are approximately spherical in shape and likely re-
tain their equidimensionality even when slightly deformed (see 
Tait et al., 2016). This approach yields more reproducible results 
for the more irregular shapes of CAIs (e.g., Fig. 2). Particles cut 
off by the edge of the sample were excluded because their di-
mensions could not be accurately measured. The data sets were 
processed using a matrix inversion unfolding algorithm to trans-
form histograms of measured particle diameters into histograms of 
actual particle diameters (Cuzzi and Olson, 2017, see supplemen-tal Fig. S10). Additionally, for rimmed particles, we measured the 
apparent diameter of the inner chondrule “core” and the apparent 
diameter including the rim(s) (“ChonMax”) so that the effective 
chondrule rim thickness could be seen by comparing ChonMax to 
the “CoreWRim” size distributions. Apparent chondrule rim thick-
nesses were also directly measured on all particles in one of the 
sample SEM images (see supplemental Table S2) by calculating the 
average thickness of each rim based on a number of rim measure-
ments determined at different radial orientations.
3. Results
3.1. Particle types
Subpopulations representing the diversity of particles and rims 
in these meteorites are deﬁned in Table 1. Chondrules are observed 
to be unrimmed, rimmed, or having two texturally distinct rim lay-
ers (an inner coarse-grained rim and an outer ﬁne-grained rim, 
Fig. 2F). Chondrule data were further subdivided to account for the 
potential differences between size distributions of rimmed chon-
drules, or only their cores, to allow comparison of pre- and post-
rim formation populations. Each individual particle was digitized 
as just a core and again including its surrounding rim, if present 
(see supplemental Fig. S8). Individual particles belong to multiple 
groupings, e.g., a rimmed chondrule would have a “Rimmed” di-
ameter, which reﬂects the sum of its core and rim, and would 
be tabulated in the “ChonMax” population. This particle would 
also have a “CoreWRim” diameter, i.e., just its “naked” core, which 
would be included in the “AllchonCore” population. An unrimmed 
chondrule would have a “CoreNoRim” diameter and would be in-
cluded in both the “ChonMax” and “AllchonCore” populations.
The small “micro-chondrules” (Fruland et al., 1978) that appear 
to be included within the rims themselves suggest that some of 
these particles either represent part of the rim formation process 
and/or were enveloped into a rim forming event. This complicates 
the counting statistics because there can be more chondrule cores 
(“AllchonCore” n = 2555) than individual chondrules “particles” 
(“ChonMax” n = 2339) depending on how they are deﬁned. For 
this reason, we report fewer total particles when we group the 
instances of multiple small particle cores, embedded within large 
particle rims, as part of the larger particles (i.e., ChonMax as op-
posed to AllchonCore). Although these size distributions are similar 
(Fig. 5A), we consider the ChonMax particle population—which by 
deﬁnition excludes smaller particle cores contained in rims—as the 
most appropriate to test primary aerodynamic sorting models as 
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Deﬁnitions.
Fundamental particle types
CAI Ca-, Al-rich refractory inclusion
AOA Amoeboid Olivine Aggregate, a type of inclusion
PO Porphyritic Olivine chondrule
POP Porphyritic Olivine and Pyroxene chondrule
PP Porphyritic Pyroxene chondrule
BO Barred Olivine chondrule
RP Radiating Porphyritic chondrule
CC Cryptocrystalline chondrule
Chondrule groupings
ChonMax chondrule of maximum particle diameter, including rim when present
AllchonCore individual chondrule core, regardless of rim status—present, absent, or co-shared rim
Rimmed chondrule particle with rim, including rim
CoreWRim chondrule particle with rim, excluding rim
CoreNoRim chondrule particle that lacks rim
Inclusions CAI and AOA types
Type A CAI melilite dominated CAI
Type B CAI pyroxene-melilite dominated CAI
FG rims ﬁne-grained rims surrounding chondrules, likely accretionary
CG rims generic coarse-grained rim surrounding chondrules, possibly igneous
WL rims Wark–Lovering rims surrounding CAIs
The term “core” is used generally to mean the diameter of a particle excluding the additional thickness of its rim, if present.
ChonMax, AllchonCore, Rimmed, CoreWRim, and CoreNoRim are different ways to group chondrule subtypes, i.e., individual 
particles can belong to multiple groups.
Micro-chondrules are not classiﬁed as a stand alone group in this work. They are included as appropriate as smaller 
members of each particle subpopulation, as well as, part of the overall “AllchondCore” size distribution.
When small “micro-chondrules” are embedded within large particle rims, as part of the larger particles they are not 
counted separately in “ChonMax”.earlier formed rims would contribute to the effective size of the 
particles during sorting.
Unfolded size distributions are shown for individual particle 
subpopulations in Fig. 4A–J and shown overlain for comparison in 
Fig. 5A–D. The characterization of all particles identiﬁed, both in 
SEM X-ray images and in photomosaics of the slabs is summarized 
in Table 2. Unless stated otherwise, the size distributions denote 
the number per unit volume of particle cores as a function of 
the actual unfolded geometric mean diameter without the added 
thickness of their associated rims. Ultimately, 13 size distribution 
data sets were selected for which enough data were collected to 
yield statistically meaningful results and for which we have conﬁ-
dence of accurate particle type grouping. These data sets are: (1) 
Maximum chondrule diameter (ChonMax, n = 2339) that includes 
the added thickness of rims when present, (2) Chondrule core di-
ameter (AllchonCore, n = 2555) regardless of whether they have 
rims or are in a rim, (3) Inclusion diameter (n = 195) all types, (4) 
Chondrule core diameter of chondrules with no rims (CoreNoRim, 
n = 2161), (5) Chondrule core diameter of chondrules with rims 
(CoreWRim, n = 387), excluding the added thickness of their rims, 
(6) PO chondrule core diameter (n = 1306), (7) POP chondrule core 
diameter (n = 1042), (8) PP chondrule core diameter (n = 155), and 
(9) Type A CAI diameter (n = 156) for Allende SEM data, (10) “All 
particle” diameter for Allende slab (n = 6530), (11) Diameter for 
particles contained only in the light lithology of NWA 5717 slab 
(n = 4121), (12) Diameter for particles contained only in the dark 
lithology of NWA 5717 slab (n = 8206), and (13) “All particle” di-
ameter for NWA 5717 slab (n = 12,966).
Results for other particle types that are less abundant have 
been listed in Table 2 for completeness. These include: (1) Type B 
CAIs (n = 24), (2) Amoeboid Olivine Aggregates (n = 15), (3) Al-
rich chondrules (n = 21), and (4) BO chondrules (n = 31) from the 
Allende SEM images. In general, the SEM results are consistent 
with component particles identiﬁed in the photomosaic Allende 
slab sample, including Types A, B, and AOA inclusions and a va-
riety of petrographically distinct chondrule types.Ultimately, all of the particle subgroups were combined in the 
photographed Allende slab analyses because we found that vi-
sual distinction between separate particle types became uncertain 
below ∼200 μm, and was inconsistent between the multiple ob-
servers. Although CAIs in the Allende slab were generally visible 
against the dark matrix, the outlines of chondrules proved more 
diﬃcult to delineate than in the X-ray maps and their frequency 
appears to have been undercounted due to selection bias at di-
ameters less than ∼150 μm. A similar apparent drop in particle 
counts at the smaller sizes is seen in the NWA 5717 slab data 
(Fig. 5C).
Modal area percentages from Allende SEM data are derived 
from the three main components: chondrules (ChonMax, 46.3%), 
inclusions (3.4%), and matrix (50.3%). The average diameter of each 
particle subgroup in SEM data is calculated from a nonlinear best 
ﬁt lognormal curve to each distribution (Fig. 4, see Supplement 
13 for details). Average diameters of these particle subgroups vary 
somewhat, but all populations exhibit broad size ranges. Among 
chondrules, PO chondrules are the most common (51%, by num-
ber), exhibit the smallest average diameter (measured diameter 
∼150 μm, unfolded diameter ∼160 μm), and represent 6% of the 
total modal area. The POP chondrules are less common (41%, by 
number), but are on average about 3x larger (measured diameter 
∼400 μm, unfolded diameter ∼490 μm), so make up the largest 
area fraction of all particles (22%). The PP chondrules are even less 
common (6%), but large (measured diameter ∼380 μm, unfolded 
diameter ∼460 μm) on average, and represent ∼4% of the total 
modal area. Each of the less common chondrule types (BO and Al-
rich) appears to represent about 1% of the counts and modal area, 
and to be relatively large (measured diameter ∼700 μm) on aver-
age. Overall 2.6% by area are Type A or Type B CAIs and 0.8% are 
AOA. The Type A CAIs are the most common, but smaller (mea-
sured diameter ∼200 μm) on average as compared to the Type B 
and AOA, which on average are about 2–3× larger (measured di-
ameter ∼500 to 700 μm). The latter subgroups (Type B CAIs and 
AOAs along with BO and Al-rich chondrules) have too few sam-
74 J.I. Simon et al. / Earth and Planetary Science Letters 494 (2018) 69–82Fig. 4. Nonlinear best ﬁts of lognormal curves to unfolded size particle populations. (A–F) are Allende SEM X-ray images. Subgroup ChonMax is indistinguishable from 
Inclusions and AllchonCore. AllchonCore is the composite population of PP, PO, and POP that individually deﬁne distinct size distribution curves. (G–J) Allende and NWA 
5717 slab (photomicrographic) data also exhibit broad distributions, but likely include artifacts of undercounting of the small particle sizes. Particles are binned geometrically 
where the number per bin is divided by the (variable) bin width to give the number per unit radius. The effect of non-diametric particle sectioning is corrected for in the 
unfolding calculations (Cuzzi and Olson, 2017).pled particles to assume that these averages are fully representa-
tive.
3.2. Particle rims
No resolvable rims were seen in the NWA 5717 slab. This con-
trasts with the ∼20% fraction of particles with obvious rims in the Allende slab photomosaic. The thicknesses of rims on Allende 
chondrules in the SEM data set were evaluated in two ways. Rim 
widths were estimated indirectly by subtracting ChonWRim sizes 
from ChonMax sizes, and directly where all individual rim thick-
nesses were measured in one X-ray image (n = 413 particles). In 
the overall SEM data set and in the single image, where rim thick-
nesses were directly measured, chondrules with rims represented 
J.I. Simon et al. / Earth and Planetary Science Letters 494 (2018) 69–82 75Fig. 5. Unfolded, actual, size distributions of major particle components of Allende and NWA 5717 meteorites. (A) Similar distributions of chondrules and inclusions in Allende 
are broader than the narrow range of particles disaggregated by Paque and Cuzzi (1997). (B) Distributions of petrographically distinct particle types in Allende (described in 
Fig. 2). POP chondrule population (blue shaded) contains signiﬁcantly greater numbers of larger particles than PO chondrule population (red shaded). (C) Photomicrographic 
slab data of Allende and ordinary chondrite NWA 5717 compared to SEM chondrite cores (AllchonCore) and Paque and Cuzzi data. (D) NWA 5717 light lithology appears to 
have fewer larger particles than the dark lithology. Particle binning as in Fig. 4. Signiﬁcant undercounting of smaller particle sizes in slab and disaggregation work exist.
Table 2
Summary of particles characterized in Allende and NWA 5717.
Data set Particle Subtype Avg. diameter 
(μm)
SD 
(μm)
Avg. diameter 
(μm)
SD 
(μm)
Area 
(%)
Count
SEM (Allende) Inclusions measured unfolded
Type A CAIs 216 270 – 1.4 156
Type B CAIs 559 583 – 1.2 24
AOA 673 503 – 0.8 15
Types A & B 262 347 – 2.6 180
Inclusions 294 376 380 699 3.4 195
SEM (Allende) Chondrule
PO 149 183 162 190 5.7 1306
POP 397 339 488 482 22.1 1042
PP 384 385 464 721 3.6 155
BO 623 384 – 1.3 31
Al-rich 598 486 – 1.0 21
AllchonCore 275 307 299 378 33.7 2555
ChonMaxa 310 398 334 458 46.3 2339
SEM (Allende, Image#9)b Chondrule
Rimmed 718 662 – 63
CoreWRim 584 592 – 63
AllchonCore 366 368 – 350
ChonMaxa 379 396 – 413
Slab full section (Allende) Particles 363 296 410 358 39.1 6530
PaqueAHende set 1 (in Teitler et al., 2010)c 881 421 – 276
Slab partial light section (NWA 5717) Particlesd 239 238 342 303 4121
Slab partial dark section (NWA 5717) Particlesd 328 266 403 290 8206
Slab combined section (NWA 5717) Particlesd 295 259 378 310 >95 12,966
ChonMax, AllchonCore, Rimmed, CoreWRim, and CoreNoRim are different ways to group chondrule subtypes, i.e., individual particles can belong to multiple groups.
a Indicates particle outer diameter, a sum of “naked” core plus rim that occasionally includes multiple smaller particles.
b Particle rim thickness measurements were directly made in SEM Image#9.
c Particles derived from sample disaggregation.
d Minimal rims present.
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(CoreWRim) for 1 of 6 X-ray images. Representative models after Cuzzi (2004) that 
capture the positive trend between core size and rim thickness are shown (solid 
curves, see Figs. S13 and S14 and Supplement 16). Dashed model curve is the com-
puted apparent rim thickness versus particle diameter from non-diametric slices of 
an average ∼370 μm diameter particle with a uniform 135 μm thick rim. This sec-
tioning model curve is nearly orthogonal to the data trend. Measurement scatter 
reﬂects both some 2D sectioning effects shown by the models and precision, which 
is poorer at the smallest sizes. An estimate for the size measurement uncertainty 
(±25 μm) is based on multiple, blind measurements of a selection of ﬁne grained 
features in the SEM images. Unrimmed chondrules (n = 350) in image not shown.
a minority of the population (∼15%), similar to the Allende slab. 
Nearly all of the rims are seen surrounding PO and POP subtypes, 
and of these chondrules, ∼1/3 have only ﬁne-grained (FG) rims, 
∼1/3 have only coarse-grained (CG) rims, and ∼1/3 have both, 
with an inner coarse-grained rim overlain by an outer ﬁne-grained 
rim. No examples of inner ﬁne-grained rims were observed. POP 
chondrules may have slightly more FG rims (see Table S2). The 
direct measurements of rim widths on chondrules are shown in 
Fig. 6, a plot of measured rim thickness versus particle core di-
ameter. Particles without rims are not shown in Fig. 6. Among the 
measured particles (CoreWRim) there is a positive correlation be-
tween particle core diameter and rim thickness, as suggested by 
Metzler et al. (1992), Morﬁll et al. (1998), Cuzzi (2004), and Hanna 
and Ketcham (2018).
3.3. Broad particle size distributions are characteristic of both 
meteorites
The modal areas determined here for Allende chondrules 
(∼46%) and inclusions (3.4% total, or 2.6% if AOAs are excluded) 
are generally consistent with the proportions found in previous in-
vestigations. Because of the diﬃculty of distinguishing chondrule 
subtypes in the slab photomosaics and, through direct evidence 
for undercounting of smaller (≤200 μm in diameter) chondrules 
from comparison of the Allende X-ray image data to the Allende 
slab photomicroscopy data, it is clear that photomicroscopy size 
distribution data are not fully representative at the smallest sizes. 
Furthermore, based on the largest particle sizes that have been 
reported in the literature, we know that neither of our data sets 
contain the very largest sizes. Despite these complications, in both 
types of Allende data and in both the dark and light lithologies of 
NWA 5717, broad, lognormal particle size distributions are found. 
These observations contrast sharply with most existing studies. 
This suggests that there are systematic selection bias effects in pre-
vious investigations as well, which likely undercount both smaller 
and potentially larger sized particles to a degree that is signiﬁ-
cantly greater than in this study.3.4. Potential bias in existing data sets
Why and how are these data different from existing data sets? 
The main advantage of the detailed SEM image analysis approach 
is that no particle larger than ∼50 μm goes unaccounted or 
unidentiﬁed. It is not entirely clear why previous data sets de-
rived from 2D images fail to match the new data, but it could 
be related to sample bias, lower spatial resolution (i.e., use of 
pre-ﬁeld-emission scanning microscopy techniques), observer fa-
tigue, and/or inadequate sample area investigated. Existing studies 
may be biased towards larger sizes because the authors used thin 
sections that were selected to include larger particles for mea-
surement of elemental or isotopic compositions. Likewise, there 
are other potential sources of error in the freeze-thaw disaggre-
gation data sets (e.g., Paque and Cuzzi, 1997) where chondrules 
had to be hand-picked. Disaggregation size data can also be in-
cidental with the initial goal being a composition study in which 
larger chondrules/CAIs were selected for ease of handling. In ad-
dition to excluding the smallest particles and undercounting oth-
ers (≤500 μm), the mechanical disaggregation process might also 
destroy smaller particles and possibly particle rims. It has been 
pointed out that another potential error in the freeze-thaw dis-
aggregation data sets occurs because the 3D particles were only 
measured in two dimensions (Teitler et al., 2010). Some existing 
ordinary chondrite data may also be biased towards larger chon-
drules because larger particles are more likely to have survived 
metamorphism on the parent body than smaller particles. This 
should not be a signiﬁcant issue for the primitive (3.05) ordinary 
chondrite NWA 5717 in this work.
To further address our concerns that the broad size distribu-
tions observed were artiﬁcially produced by inclusion of small 
crystals and/or angular chondrule fragments rather than actual 
small chondrules, we speciﬁcally re-imaged the small-sized par-
ticles characterized. Although petrologic identiﬁcation of ≤50 μm 
size particles can sometimes be tricky, Fig. 7 shows several high-
resolution backscatter electron SEM images representative of small 
particles (∼100 μm) in our data set (i.e., PO chondrules). These 
clearly show that the small particles are not just fragments, but 
rather have circular boundaries and reasonable textures and min-
eralogy (cf. Nelson and Rubin, 2002). Some of the small sections 
measured will be artifacts of 2D slicing, but our unfolding calcu-
lation accounts for this. Furthermore, the proximity of some small 
sections to other particles (e.g., Fig. 7) preclude them from being 
artifacts of non-diametric slices of the ≥500 particles typical of 
other data sets.
Some small particles are found within in the rims of larger 
particles (shown in Fig. 7D–F). These “micro-chondrule” particles 
(Fruland et al., 1978) accreted onto other larger chondrules and do 
not represent small particles that were accreted individually into 
planetesimals. By emphasizing the ChonMax particle sizes, as de-
scribed earlier, we are effectively excluding the fraction of small 
particle cores embedding in larger particle rims. The extra steps to 
revisit the identity of small particles in the data set validates their 
true independent small-chondrule nature and ultimately justiﬁes 
the inclusion of these particles in the reported size distributions.
4. Discussion
4.1. Distinct chondrule lithologies in NWA 5717
Dark and light chondrule-rich “lithologies” contained in NWA 
5717 (Bigolski et al., 2016; Bunch et al., 2010) have similar looking 
broad size distributions. Bunch et al. (2010) said they were iden-
tical, but our larger data set allows us to address this claim more 
deﬁnitively. In order to measure the similarity, or dissimilarity, of 
J.I. Simon et al. / Earth and Planetary Science Letters 494 (2018) 69–82 77Fig. 7. Representative backscattered electron and X-ray compositional images of small (∼100 μm) particles included in this study. RGB color coding as in Fig. 2. Small particles 
have diverse grain size: (A, B) “micro”-porphyritic and (C–F) porphyritic and/or single crystal chondrules, akin to larger particles. Close proximity of particles shown in A–C 
attest to the validity of their small size. Particles in D–F appear contained in larger particle accretion rims.these two distributions we ran several statistical tests (see Supple-
ment 15 for details). Supplemental Table S3 summarizes measures 
of the probability that the two distributions are the same, based on two different methods, and shown as the log10 of the “odds ra-
tio”, which is the probability that the samples are drawn from the 
same population. An odds ratio near (or larger than) unity would 
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distribution histograms yields quite negative log odds ratios (see 
Table S3), therefore, there is strong statistical evidence that they 
are dissimilar. The ﬁrst test is an estimation of the Bayesian odds 
ratio for the two relevant hypotheses, based on a simple root-mean 
square similarity measure and constant prior (Wolpert, 1995). It 
is arguably superior to the commonly used Kolmogorov–Smirnov 
(K-S) test (Press et al., 2007), but we also include K-S probabilities 
in Table S3. The second test is a straightforward resampling analy-
sis (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993) presented in the form of bootstrap 
means and standard deviations of the results for both methods. It 
is clear that both methods overwhelmingly favor the distributions 
having different shapes (i.e., being drawn from different popula-
tions), consistent with their discrepant oxygen isotopes and the in-
congruity in the magnesium contents of chondrule olivine (Bunch 
et al., 2010). Put another way, Table S3 says that the probability 
the dark and light lithology chondrules were drawn from the same 
population is on the order of 10−50 or smaller. This is mostly be-
cause their mean sizes are demonstrably different.
Combined with the already known chemical and isotopic differ-
ences between the dark and light lithologies (Bunch et al., 2010), 
these size distribution results strongly suggest that NWA 5717 
likely contains an important record of two distinct kinds of chon-
drule aggregates, each made from chondrules formed with differ-
ent properties. This in turn indicates that aggregates we see most 
visibly in the light lithology, but, we hypothesize, also formed the 
dark lithology, grew by sticking in two separate regions and/or at 
different times, and then diffused around as aggregates in the neb-
ula until they accreted together into the NWA 5717 parent body 
and became compacted. In part, the complex internal borders be-
tween the dark and light chondrule-rich lithologies likely reﬂect 
the aggregate nature of colliding ‘clumps’ of particles in the nebula. 
Dark aggregates would have been more numerous so blended to-
gether, while the less common light aggregates stand out as “inclu-
sions”. The dark lithology appears to be darker in color because of 
disseminated iron staining. Preliminary Mössbauer spectra (Cato et 
al., 2017) provide evidence for sulﬁde and iron metal grains only in 
the light lithology and not in the dark lithology. One possible ex-
planation of the alteration is in situ reaction of metal with nebular 
ice that originally aggregated only with the (now) dark lithology. 
This hypothesis is consistent with its relatively “heavy” oxygen iso-
topic signature (Bunch et al., 2010), along with the diffuse nature 
of the boundary between the two lithologies. A more thorough ex-
amination of the oxygen isotopes within individual chondrules and 
additional petrologic analysis of the two lithologies could provide 
important insight into the importance of nebular versus parent 
body alteration processes.
The statistical analyses (i.e., the large positive log Odds ratios 
and Boot means in Table S3) also reveal that the shapes of the size 
distributions within the dark and light lithologies, once normal-
ized to a common mean or modal size with a scaling factor (about 
1.4–1.5), are the same per the powerful Wolpert analysis (see sup-
plemental Table S4, Fig. S12a). The K–S technique is less certain 
that this is the case, but there are reasons to favor the Wolpert 
technique (Feigelson and Babu, 2017). This result could suggest 
that there is some kind of universality to the processes leading to 
the aggregation of monomer chondrules into aggregates, in what 
seem to be two distinct regions with rather different properties. 
When a similar series of statistical tests are used to compare the 
shape of the particle size distributions of the NWA 5717 lithologies 
to that of the Allende slab data (see supplemental Tables S3 and 
S4) we discover an intriguing result, that all three can be “scaled” 
or normalized to a universal size distribution (shown in Fig. S12b).4.2. Differences among petrographically distinct chondrule populations
The remainder of our discussion focuses on the data obtained 
over ∼10 cm2 at the micrometer scale, i.e., the X-ray SEM maps. 
Similar size distributions of chondrules and refractory inclusions in 
Allende are depicted in Fig. 5A. The distributions of the most abun-
dant chondrule subgroups detailed in the SEM images are shown 
in Fig. 5B. The largest differences seen are between POP chon-
drules (n = 1042) that are relatively more abundant at larger sizes 
and PO chondrules (n = 1306) that are relatively more abundant 
at smaller sizes. The larger mean size of POP chondrules com-
pared to PO likely reﬂects a difference in their initial formation, 
perhaps related to additional growth via recondensation (Friend 
et al., 2016). The third most abundant chondrule subgroup (PP), 
while noisy (Fig. 5B), deﬁnes a distribution that is nearly indis-
tinguishable from the overall broad distributions of inclusions and 
chondrules (i.e., ChonMax), the latter of which is largely comprised 
of POP and PO chondrules. It is remarkable, but unlikely to be a 
coincidence, that when the POP and PO chondrule populations are 
considered together as one group that they exhibit nearly the same 
size distribution as PP chondrules and inclusions. Among the in-
clusion subgroups, Type A CAIs (n = 156) are the most common 
and generally control the distribution. Many of the largest inclu-
sions are Type B CAIs and AOAs, and therefore, both small Type B 
(±AOA) and large Type A CAIs, are rare and have minimal contri-
butions to the overall distribution. For whatever reason these un-
observed particle size fractions did not exist or were preferentially 
lost prior to particle aggregation and/or parent body accretion.
Abundance differences among petrographically distinct chon-
drule types have been reported in a number of chondrites. Early 
work by Gooding and Keil (1981) determined the percentage abun-
dances of chondrule types from L-chondrites and concluded that 
size and shape are not strictly correlated with chondrule type. 
Nagahara (1981) obtained a similar result for ALH 77015 (L3.5). 
Distinct size distributions were reported for different populations 
in other ordinary chondrites (Gooding, 1983), but the numbers in 
that study were relatively small (n = 141) and the conclusions 
may not be fully representative. Rubin and Grossman (1987) re-
ported that in EH chondrites (n = 63), Radial Pyroxene (RP) chon-
drules are somewhat larger than Cryptocrystalline (CC) chondrules. 
They also report that non-porphyritic chondrules have a broader 
size distribution than porphyritic chondrules and that POP chon-
drules are signiﬁcantly larger than PP chondrules. Rubin (1989)
found that in CO3 chondrites (11 samples), PO chondrules are 
on average larger than PP chondrules. More recently, Nelson and 
Rubin (2002) found that non-porphyritic chondrules are generally 
larger than porphyritic chondrules (n = 380) in Semarkona (CO3). 
They concluded that this was due to preferential fragmentation 
of porphyritic chondrules on the parent body. It is notable that 
in our work on Allende chondrules, no signiﬁcant difference was 
seen in the size distributions as a function of particle circularity 
(= 4π × [area][perimeter]2 ), which can be used as potential index of frag-
mentation (see Supplement 14 and Fig. S11). For example, of the 
ChonMax particles, 2% have circularity <0.35 and these exhibit a 
measured mean diameter of 358 ± 137 μm (2 SE), as compared to 
the measured mean diameter of 310 ± 16 μm (2 SE) for all of the 
ChonMax chondrules.
4.3. Chondrule rims record pre-parent body accretion history
In principle, size sorting could happen after planetesimal ac-
cretion (Akridge and Sears, 1999; Bland and Travis, 2017; Nelson 
and Rubin, 2002), but detailed petrofabric studies of the Allende 
slab used in this study suggest that these are of secondary im-
portance (Tait et al., 2016). It has also been suggested that rim 
textures can be produced on the parent body (e.g., Trigo-Rodriguez 
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can produce the positive rim thickness versus particle size rela-
tionship observed herein (Fig. 6) or by Metzler et al. (1992), Hanna 
and Ketcham (2018) or the layering effects observed by Bland et al.
(2011), and it certainly has problems explaining the fact that only 
≤20% of the chondrules in Allende measured in this study have 
rims.
The fact that a majority of the particles are unrimmed, but 
hosted in the same meteorite with rimmed particles, supports the 
notion that individual chondrule subgroups retain signatures of 
different trajectories on which they evolved separately in space, 
either by condensation of vapor or by accretion of ﬁne parti-
cles on their surfaces, prior to the ﬁnal accretion event (Morﬁll 
et al., 1998). This dichotomy further supports the interpretation 
that discrete component particles formed and evolved in differ-
ent nebular environments prior to being caught up in the ﬁnal 
sorting regime of planetesimal accretion. A family of model curves 
was computed following the theoretical approach of Cuzzi (2004)
where rim thickness is a function of gas drag stopping time, i.e., 
larger particles travel further and faster, sweeping up more dust 
(see Fig. S13 and Supplement 16 for modeling details). Represen-
tative “thick-rim” models that capture the positive trend between 
core size and rim thickness, and some that show the apparent ‘lev-
eling off’ at small particle diameters (i.e., in PO chondrules), are 
shown in Fig. 6. Within uncertainty the data and models are con-
sistent with the work of Hanna and Ketcham (2018) on chondrule 
rims in Murchison, but more data are needed to fully explore po-
tential differences between distinct chondrule subtypes within and 
among different meteorites.
The evidence indicating thicker chondrule rims on larger par-
ticle cores is especially robust after one takes into account the 
competing effects on the appearance of rim thickness due to sam-
ple sectioning artifacts. Rim thicknesses surrounding particles in 
SEM images tend to be sectioned non-diametrically, like the parti-
cles themselves, artiﬁcially increasing the rim width at all smaller 
apparent diameters. If rim thickness is uniform, it should appear 
thinnest, reﬂecting its true thickness, on diametric particle cross 
sections. Therefore, the observed increase in rim thickness as the 
size of particle cores increases actually underrepresents the in-
creased width of rims surrounding larger particles (i.e., POP chon-
drules). A simple geometric sectioning model based on the dif-
ference between two concentric circles (delta of smaller core and 
larger rim) that demonstrates the spurious effect on apparent rim 
thickness in the small non-diametric sections is shown in Fig. 6
(dashed curve). The random sectioning approach of Cuzzi and Ol-
son (2017) was used to generate delta-function size distributions 
to more comprehensively assess these artifacts (see Fig. S14 and 
Supplement 16). This modeling indicates that some scatter is un-
avoidable because of sectioning.
4.4. Theoretical considerations of particle rimming and sorting
Rim formation represents a ﬁnite event or events, following 
condensation or partial melting, during which the particle was 
coated by dust as it passed through a dusty gas reservoir before 
it was accreted by sticking into an agglomeration of particles, e.g., 
Gooding and Keil (1981). The presence of coarse-grained (CG) rims, 
ﬁne-grained (FG) rims, or both rim types, and varying thickness of 
rims observed on Allende chondrules, likely reﬂect time(s) when 
suﬃcient dust levels existed in the nebula to rim particles. As 
chondrules diffused through the nebula they likely encountered a 
spectrum of heating events, or at least, the ones in the rimming 
region did so. A common thermodynamic explanation for convert-
ing ﬁne-grained minerals to coarse-grained ones by adding heat is 
Ostwald ripening, in which a dispersed mineral phase is annealed 
(or texturally matured). Some heating events would be too weak to have a “ripening” effect, and in this scenario the FG rim would 
be left alone. A stronger event could bake the FG rim to create a 
CG rim, and the chondrule optionally carries on to accrete a new 
FG rim. An alternative scenario for CG rim formation is accretion 
of droplets at the end of the chondrule-forming episode (Jacquet 
et al., 2013). Whether or not a given particle was ever rimmed, it 
is clear that strong nebular heating was common enough to melt 
and/or ablate all or at least the margin of many to generate the 
ubiquity of “naked” chondrule cores in chondrites.
The presence of turbulence in the protoplanetary disk is one 
way to explain the thicker rims surrounding larger chondrule cores 
(Fig. 6). In a turbulent regime, larger particles are predicted to 
move faster through gas and thus form thicker rims (Cuzzi, 2004). 
The observed positive correlation (Fig. 6) may also be consistent 
with numerical studies that suggest their formation in bipolar solar 
jets where chondrules ejected outwards from the protoSun im-
pacted hypersonically with regions of dusty nebular gas (Liffman 
and Toscano, 2000). However, it could be explained by any scenario 
that exposed particles to varying dust/gas and thermal histories 
(e.g., Connolly and Love, 1998; Morﬁll et al., 1998), at least for the 
populations of rimmed chondrules.
The distinct size distributions and rim fractions reported herein 
(e.g., POP vs. PO), imply that the particles have most likely followed 
different post-formation histories and their initial size distribu-
tion(s) may well have been modiﬁed by associated sorting pro-
cesses in the protoplanetary disk, prior to accretion of the parent 
body. Sorting processes operating in the early solar nebula have 
been ascribed to mass (Kuebler and McSween, 1999), differen-
tial velocities or turbulent concentration (Cuzzi and Zahnle, 2004), 
photophoresis (Wurm and Krauss, 2006), X-winds (Shu et al., 1996;
Hu, 2010), density (Teitler et al., 2010), or turbulent diffusion 
(Jacquet et al., 2012), some or all of which may even work simul-
taneously. All but one of these processes rely on the size-density 
dependence of aerodynamic drag, and are hypothesized to occur 
in a number of radial mixing and transport disk models (Cuzzi et 
al., 2005; Jacquet et al., 2012). The general mechanism of each can 
be related in principle to observed size distributions (e.g., Teitler 
et al., 2010), but this relation is not always clear, and may be 
complicated or overwritten by other processes. If chondrite matrix-
chondrule complementarity is valid (Palme et al., 2015), disk-wide 
sorting may have been more limited. Such a scenario does not 
preclude the possibility that initially inclusions originated and/or 
were transported among distinct nebular environments (e.g., Simon 
et al., 2011) or that chondrules, once formed, and the inclusions 
where brought together from distinct regions of the protoplane-
tary disk to make particle aggregates.
4.5. Evidence for nebular particle aggregation
Why the formation of aggregates—which happens by collisions 
and sticking—seems to manifest some kind of (plausibly aerody-
namic) sorting remains unexplained, but supporting evidence can 
be found in IDPs (Wozniakiewicz et al., 2013), and some hypothe-
ses are being pursued (Cuzzi et al., 2017). The variable internal 
porosity of aggregates, which may decrease as they approach a 
bouncing barrier, affects their own aerodynamic stopping times 
and complicates the situation. The explanations being pursued are 
not narrow size “ﬁlters” but broad ones, consistent with the broad 
observed particle size distributions (detailed models have not yet 
been developed). The implication is that the particle size distribu-
tion was set during aggregate formation, not planetesimal forma-
tion as previously argued by, e.g., Cuzzi et al. (2010).
Our combined ﬁndings in Allende and NWA 5717 point to a 
picture that has the following elements: (1) individual chondrules 
have an extended lifetime in the nebula as isolated objects, travers-
ing regions with different properties (i.e., dusty regions in which 
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containing little or no dust; varied thermal environments that act 
to coarsen or eliminate the pre-existing ﬁne-grained rims). This 
evolution is probably dominated by turbulent diffusion, and im-
plies some ﬁnite radial extent of sampling that depends on nebula 
turbulent intensity and duration (Cuzzi et al., 2010). (2) On some 
timescale that is probably longer than the rim accretion timescale 
(Cuzzi, 2004), based on the Allende mix of rimmed and unrimmed 
chondrules, chondrules collide and stick with each other, with 
similar-size particles of other types such as refractory inclusions if 
present, and maybe clusters of such objects collide with similar-
size clusters, to form aggregates that reach fairly large packing 
fractions, which may reach a “bouncing barrier” limit after which 
further growth is stalled (Birnstiel et al., 2011; Estrada et al., 2016;
Zsom et al., 2010). This stage may be illustrated by at least the 
light lithology of NWA 5717. However, small porous aggregates 
such as these still diffuse radially in moderate turbulence without 
settling, having a diffusion coeﬃcient not much different than their 
constituent particles (Cuzzi and Hogan, 2003; Youdin and Lithwick, 
2007; Jacquet et al., 2012). (3) After some longer time period, as-
sociated with radial mixing across wider regions, aggregates of dif-
ferent types may mix and experience the kinds of conditions under 
which a planetesimal can form. NWA 5717 is unique in that what 
appear to be constituent aggregates are so qualitatively different as 
to be readily distinguished. We hypothesize that its dark lithology 
is composed of similar aggregates in greater abundance, so they 
simply smear together, suggesting that original (analogous) aggre-
gates forming Allende, for instance, may be currently impossible 
to distinguish. In Allende, it seems there is no obvious spatial clus-
tering of rimmed versus unrimmed chondrules, so they must have 
acquired their rims well before ending up in aggregates. We think 
it is important to test this hypothesis in other primitive chondrites.
If this scenario is correct, the observed chondrule size distribu-
tions reﬂect the size distributions of the components that formed 
aggregates by sticking, and thus may have been inﬂuenced by 
the probability that a particle can stick, rather than bounce. Re-
gardless of the processes that resulted in the broad—and possibly 
universal—size distributions, our ﬁndings from NWA 5717 (and 
likely Allende as well) suggest that chondrules can grow by stick-
ing into aggregates of several cm size, and if veriﬁed and extended 
to other objects, this would have profound implications for plan-
etesimal formation.
5. Conclusions
The similar broad size distribution of particle sizes measured 
across particle subtypes in Allende (i.e., ChonMax and inclusions) 
suggests that some process size-sorted mineralogically and petro-
graphically diverse refractory inclusions, rimless chondrules, and 
already-rimmed chondrules collectively prior to their incorpora-
tion into the chondrite parent body. These broad size distributions 
are also seen in the primitive ordinary chondrite NWA 5717, but 
are different between its two chemically and isotopically distinct 
lithologies, suggesting the patches of lithology are actually pre-
planetesimal aggregates that formed in widely separated regions 
of the nebula and diffused together prior to planetesimal forma-
tion. Some aspect(s) of the aggregate accretion process appears 
to have over-printed previous, distinct size distributions that ex-
isted between particle types (e.g., PO vs. POP); those due to post-
formation, pre-planetesimal sorting events. The apparent positive 
but nonlinear correlation between chondrule size and rim thick-
ness in Allende supports growth of at least some chondrule rims 
in a turbulent dusty gas reservoir. Collectively, the relatively broad, 
but noticeably different, lognormal size distributions of the various 
chondrule subtypes, as well as the presence of distinct rimmed and 
unrimmed chondrules in Allende, rule out mechanisms that predict single sourced, proximally formed, particle size/type populations, 
e.g., Johnson et al. (2015). The fact that particle size distributions 
in both lithologies of NWA 5717 and Allende are very similar in 
shape after scaling to a common mean size implies the existence 
of a common, possibly universal, aggregation process. Ultimately, 
if these size-selective aerodynamic effects allow particle sticking 
to proceed to larger aggregation sizes than currently expected, the 
primary formation of planetesimals becomes much easier.
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